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Abstract

Lei CHEN

System Framework

We demonstrate the following
four facilities provided by the
system CrowdCleaner: (1) an
error-monitor to find out which
items (e.g., submission date,
price of real estate, etc.) are
wrong versions according to the
reports from the crowds, which
belongs
to
a
passive
crowdsourcing strategy; (2) a
task-manager to allocate the
tasks
to
human
workers
intelligently;
(3)
a
smartdecision-maker to identify which
answer from the crowds is
correct
with
active
crowdsourcing methods; and (4)
a
whom-to-ask-finder
to
discover which users (or human
workers) should be the most
credible according to their
answer records.

Crucial Modules

Technical Background

- Error Monitor: It discovers the
new errors of multi-version data
and evaluates whether each
reported error is valuable. Then,
the error-monitor module decides
which reported errors are the
actual errors, or the spam reports.
- Task-manager: It assigns the
questions to human workers
based on the submitted errors
from the error-monitor module.

- Entropy-based decision strategy: From
the frequencies of different suggestions, the
possibility of each suggestion 𝑥𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛)
is denoted Pr(𝑥𝑖 ). Formally, we define the
entropy of an expected repaired result 𝑋 as

- Smart-decision-maker:
It
employs
the
entropy-based
decision strategy to determine
whether the answers of human
workers are consistent. Thus,
each expected repaired result is
actually considered as a discrete
random variable.
- Whom-to-ask-finder: It finds
some credible human workers
instead of experts.

When the diversity is too large, we further use
the submodularity of entropy to clean the
uncertainty of spam suggestions.
- Whom-to-ask strategy: a group of credible
workers 𝐶𝑊𝑛 = 𝑐𝑤1 , 𝑐𝑤2 , … , 𝑐𝑤𝑛 ⊆ 𝑊 with
size 𝑛, where each 𝑐𝑤𝑖 is associated with an
confidence 𝑐𝑖 , and 𝑊 is the set of all human
workers. Thus, the group confidence of
credible workers is

the group confidence is used to measure
which human workers are credible.

Demo Interface

a. Error report

c. General feedback

b. Clean task

d. Credible feedback
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